
Are your identification requirements enforced? Are all entry points secured? Are aesthetics not prioritized over security? 

Are existent security systems utilized properly?  

In a commercial or governmental environment, building security is critical for protecting the occupants of the building and their 

property. In case of insufficient security, incidents of illegal intrusion and access can lead to severe disruption of your business 

processes and damage to the organisation, its staff, assets, environment and reputation. To safeguard undisrupted continua-

tion of your operations it is important to detect and deter intrusion, whether this is physical intrusion by persons or intrusion 

through networks or other entry, like mail and delivery. The access control should be on a level that management is alarmed by 

any attempt to illegally access the building. 
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Process 

We will survey your building and its vulnerabilities. Given current threats we will prioritize the various risks that you are facing. 

We classify the likelihood and consequences of various illegal access scenarios. We will prioritize those scenarios and suggest 

counter measures. The result will be a management summary with recommendations for a conceptual security design.  

After the conceptual design, we can further assist with technical designs, financial proposals and project management.  

Result 

Making use of our consultancy helps you to not only bolster the security posture of your building but also to prevent common 

mistakes from happening. 

Tailored to requirement and budget 

Depending on the exact customers’ requirement and budget we design a consultancy package with focus on a selection of the 

following components and subjects: 

 Infrastructure security design and architecture 

 Access control 

 Screening of persons and luggage 

 Screening of vehicles 

 Surveillance, patrols and other physical controls 

 Potentially disruptive staff and visitors 

 Security controls for supplies and mail 

 Staff recruitment and training 


